"It was something that we never anticipated." - Don McNeil, Council president

Pay change plans eluding over their victory

By John Kenyon
The Daily Iowan

Some satisfaction is eluding the three state universities as they continue to pursue a 3 percent tuition increase for the 1992-93 school year.

"I know that we have been trying to do some things over the last couple of years, but it wasn't an impossible task," said Don McKee, president of Council.

"I don't know what a nonexistent<br>school is, but that isn't an impossible task," McKee said. McKee added that even if the legislature doesn't act on the tuition increase, the UI will still have to find ways to make up the money it would have received.

Havlicek said a tuition increase was necessary to keep the university's revenues from declining.

"It's a difficult time financially for us," Havlicek said. "We're trying to keep the university going, but we have to find ways to make up the money we would have received from the tuition increase."
Religious topography reroutes sewage system

By Cynthia Taylor

Two hundred and sixty acres of UI property, featuring a religious burial site here have been turned over by university officials for use by the University of Iowa City Manager Steve Masters.
The relocation of the burial site will involve a large-scale excavation and relocation of the bodies.
The project involves studies and implementation of new arrangements to accommodate the religious burial site.
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Avery焚烧 incents as ‘screem screens’

By Mike Beaver

The Associated Press

The Daily Iowan

A man in Iowa City was charged with first-degree stealing after attempting to steal a person’s vehicle last week.

The man was arrested at 2:00 a.m. on March 9 with possession of a weapon and flee from the police.

A police officer said the vehicle was stolen from a residence in Iowa City.

The arrest is the second arrest in less than a week for the same individual.
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Members of New Wave protested outside the entrance of the auditorium in the Boyd Law Building after being denied access to hear U.S. Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia. Protesters became so violent that the UI Department of Public Safety and the Iowa City Police were called in at left, New Wave member John John fights with a U.S. security guard to gain entrance to the auditorium.

"This is a place where people can gravitate and express their views. What's hard to know is how vigorous they are," Marine

In an Associated Press story, "Breath is Iowa's largest foundation and Iowa State University today were to announce that they have formed a center to study manufacturing technology similar to one already started at the University of Wisconsin at Madison.

The Reilly Carver Charitable Trust will pay $1.5 million to the university, organizers said. The money will create the Institute for Manufacturing Technology for Physical Research and Technology, which will gather all those engineering groups.

The center will force lawmakers to focus on improving educational programs and access to information, the Des Moines Register Reported.

Both Barrett and UI President N. William Haines said the center could be the cornerstone of a major university venture into high technology.
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Judicial hearings advance, appease senators
Waning opponents still wary of Souter

By Richard Carroll
The Associated Press

Washington — The Supreme Court nominee David Souter and Mon- day told senators that letting states decide abortion rights is an anachronism in today's world. But senators in a private hearing Tuesday that they still don't know enough about the former New Hampshire Supreme Court justice to make a judgment on his character.

"A lot of people have the feeling that David Souter is some sort of a "wet blanket,"" Sen. Arlen Specter, R-Pa., told chairman Orrin G. Grassley, R-Iowa.

"I think he's just an old-fashioned, straight-shooter kind of guy," Specter said, referring to Souter's reputation as a straight talker.

"But the court now is far more evenly divided on its 1973 abortion-legalizing decision, Roe vs. Wade, and Souter again is left to decide whether to stay out of it or strike down the Supreme Court's previous decision.

Supreme Court nominee David Souter has been told that his confirmation is nearly complete, pending a vote of all the senators on the issue.

The president of the Senate, James A. Baker III, told Souter on Friday that his confirmation was virtually assured after a series of private meetings with senators on the issue.

"I'm not a stellt task," Souter told the senators.

"I think that's his honest answer," Specter said.

"I think he is not a pleasant surprise, by the president's own admission. He's uncomfortable and conservative, but he's a good conservative," Specter said.

Souter's behavior in Tuesday's hearing was his decision to give up that position to take the chief justice's seat. He had taken the same position in 1986 and 1989.

"I had taken the same position in 1986 and 1989, that the president's choice was 'not a pleasant surprise,'" Specter said. "I think you can make a judgment about that."

Souter's long record of 32 years as a justice in the New Hampshire Supreme Court was based in Hawaii.

"I believe he is a person who would not support Roe vs. Wade, and Souter again is left to decide whether to stay out of it or struck down the Supreme Court's previous decision," Specter said.

"The question was whether to strike down the Roe vs. Wade decision," Specter said. "I think that's his honest answer."
Bush backs stronger Iraqi embargo

By Terence Hunt

WASHINGTON - President Bush on Monday endorsed extending the Iraq trade embargo to include air traffic as a way of increasing pressure on Saddam Hussein.

Bush summoned européen representatives to the White House, Asian leaders, Arab leaders, European leaders, African leaders, Asian leaders who are all concerned about the war.

The Associated Press

Bush defended his decision not to try the Iraqi president, Saddam Hussein.

I've bought a Macintosh even without the student discount

The Associated Press

The first time I saw a Macintosh, I was immediately hooked. It's a work of art. I saw the student pricing and my next move was obvious.

Some other computer's are cheaper, but they're a pain to learn, and working on them can be a daunting task.

You can create professional looking documents in minutes, and you lose the fear of learning new programs because they all work in the same way.

Once you've worked with a Macintosh, there's no turning back.
Briefly

Sinatra offers views to George Michael

LOS ANGELES—Traileraker Frank Sinatra shared his views on music this week with "The Viewers' View" columnist of the Los Angeles Times, which published one week after the newspaper's Calendar magazine cover story featuring a caricature of the singer, who is 70 years old.

"I'm not sure how much you want to know about me," Sinatra said.

Grandma says suspect mistreated

GAINESVILLE, Fla. — The jail comic freshman who was the lead in the popular television series "The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air," said he was mistreated by a fellow inmate.

"I know he's getting very upset and he doesn't know why," Blue Heron, 17, explained Monday in an interview published Monday.

"It's not easy to make a living on your own," Heron said.

Study: Cancer treatments ineffective

WASHINGTON — A study of unconventional cancer treatments showed that 82 percent of the patients had had scant scientific review, according to the congressional OTA.

"An estimated 8,500 employees responded by Friday's deadline," OTA said.

They had gotten complaints from workers about the switch and had to negotiate a settlement between the two sides.

Both sides said the dispute was over the harmful effects of the environment on the workers.

Also, life has been returning to normal in this bustling garden, where it feasted on green beans and tomato plants.
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In an interview, Michael said he was releasing his new album without promotional videos or a concert tour. He was speaking about his reading: The "reluctant pop star" he said.

"It was about 7 miles from the estate," he said.

As the cleaning was going on, we noticed that his eyes were starting to droop from the overwork.

"I wasn't even sure why he was doing this," he said.
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TOMBS' TREASURES EXHIBITED

BY LINDSEY ALLEN PARK
THE DAILY IOWAN

"A" from the Under- world, Pro- ven Art from the Per- manent Collection, an exhibit of ancient mummies, General Ameri- can, Caribbean and Ethnographic Art from the permanent collec- tion of the UI Museum of Art's very "underground" lower level gallery, newly christ- ened the Pre-Columbian. Following the plates of late Mourn, American, from the 19th century, "A" from the Under- world, Pro- ven Art from the Per- manent Collection is intended to permanently house variable rarities, such as a Mourn, American, from the 19th century, "A" from the Under- world, Pro- ven Art from the Per- manent Collection. For more information, call 319-335-1300 for a prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest (read and consider).
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE IN
THAILAND, HONG KONG, INDONESIA, MALAYSIA, PHILIPPINES, SINGAPORE, KOREA, JAPAN, TAIWAN

Arthur Anderson & Co., S.C., an international professional services firm, has significant opportunities for staff accountants and consultants in its many practice areas including auditing, accounting, business advisory services, taxation and systems integration consulting.

We may have an important opportunity if you are a citizen or are legal to work in one of the above countries and will be returning there upon the completion of a B.S./A or M.S. in any of the following programs:

ACCOUNTING MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SCIENCE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING INDUSTRIAL AND MANUFACTURING MANAGEMENT ENGINEERING COMPUTER SCIENCE OR MBA

We will be on campus October 29 to interview qualified students for these positions. Interviews will be held in advance of their mid-October interviews at the Department of Finance, University of Iowa. For more information, contact the Placement Office of the College of Engineering and Business and Liberal Arts by 3:00 p.m. on October 2.

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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Steve Cruise, 335-5861
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Viewpoints

Election year guidance to parties

By quoting a fortune cookie, says it's violence in these films? Peterseim, sary uglineaa. But this does not mean that we evidently some people value that we once

Kim Painter

Correction

George Will

The First Amendment protects freedom of "speech," a distinctive heritage of democracy. Speech is not just a "cliche," of course. The adroitness of a speaker depends on voice, on the audience, on the occasion. The adroitness of a speaker depends on voice, on the audience, on the occasion.

Mike Bertony

...if we go to movies that are filled with "beauty" but totally devoid of "beauty". Of course, "beauty" is a subjective term. If it means that evidently some people think something is "beauty," then it's something else.

One more discussion is that David Letterman's "Top Ten List" is a full of violence simply for the sake of doing violence. The subject of "violence" is a very serious issue. Of course, "beauty" is a subjective term. If it means that evidently some people think something is "beauty," then it's something else.

No 'need'

...as far as freedom of speech, I think it's a very important issue. The exclusion of young adults who have become an active part of the problem. The exclusion of young adults who have become an active part of the problem.
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Wales announces candidacy, hopes for hardened democracy

By Douglas Mcgovern

WASHINGTON — President-elect Lech Walesa is scheduled to visit the United States this week to meet with government officials and labor leaders, officials said today.

Walesa is expected to arrive in Washington on Thursday and will stay for two days, according to the White House.

Walesa's visit is part of a broader effort to strengthen relationships between the United States and Poland as the country moves toward a political transition.

Supporters of Walesa's political party have been holding protests in the capital, and there are concerns about the safety of the president-elect.

On Monday morning, Walesa will meet with President George Bush in the Oval Office.

The meeting comes as the United States continues to support the pro-democracy movement in Poland, which is fighting to end communist rule.

In a statement released today, Walesa said: "I am confident that the United States will continue to support the cause of democracy in Poland."
Aquino: Time to discuss U.S. military withdrawal

By Steven Gunner
The Associated Press

MANILA, Philippines — President Corazon Aquino is to decide this week whether to "legally bind" the United States to withdraw its forces in the Philippines. Sources close to the president say she is gathering information and opinions before making a final decision.

Aquino's top aides have said for weeks that she would like to see U.S. forces withdrawn from the Philippines. But they have also indicated Aquino wants to ensure U.S. military presence in the region.

Aquino's aides say they have been discussing the issue with their counterparts in the United States and other nations in the region.

"We are reaching out to our partners in the region to ensure that our security interests are protected," one aide said.

A spokesman for the U.S. Embassy in Manila said the United States is monitoring the situation and is ready to respond to any decision Aquino may make.

"We are committed to working with the Philippines to ensure that the security of the region is maintained," the spokesman said.

Intervention in Liberia increases

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - President George W. Bush is expected to announce a new military intervention in Liberia this week, in response to the ongoing civil war there.

The United States has already deployed troops to Liberia to help stabilize the situation. But the new intervention is expected to involve a greater number of troops and advanced military equipment.

A U.S. official said the new intervention would be a "significant" increase in military presence in Liberia.

"We are escalating our involvement in Liberia to prevent a humanitarian crisis from developing," the official said.
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Ride first baseman Jeff Reed is the second out of a double play as he tagged at plate by Giants catcher Terry Kennedy in the second inning of a game Monday night. The Reds won 4-2.
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Sooner rise to No. 11 after 52-10 rout of Pitt
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Walters-Bloom convictions overturned by federal judge
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Rijo's two hits Reds past Giants
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Walden

right and Paul DeBellis (strained right ankle) from the roster.

Walden refused to blame the injury on the single-string cable. Kansas City baseball writers were trying to blame it on a "jumper," who had been playing in an uninvited onlooker's area.

In the ninth inning, after losing the lead, Ketich led off with a single to center field. The Royals tied the score on a sacrifice fly by Bo Jackson and the game ended in a 2-2 tie.

Baseball

his third win in four starts and his seventh in nine games. He pitched a complete game, allowing only two runs on five hits. He struck out three and walked one.

The Royals' run came in the second inning when Dan Quisenberry allowed a bases-loaded walk and a sacrifice fly to score the tying run.

The Indians' run came in the fifth inning when they scored on a singles play by Randy Ready and a double by Tony Perez.

Sportsbriefs

But facing a fourth-and-10 on his own 17, Elway, who was 14-for-42 for 397 yards, solved Vance Johnson's attacking the middle of the field and scored on a 1-yard run, cutting the Broncos' lead to 24-21.

The Broncos' offense was attacking the middle of the field and scored on a 1-yard run, cutting the Broncos' lead to 24-21.

Elway's 397-yard performance was the highest in NFL history.

Backs prevail in battle of columbia

Walden said the Lions went in the 4th quarter with a lead of 6-0, but Ray Anderson made a field goal in the final seconds of the game.

Walden said the Lions went in the 4th quarter with a lead of 6-0, but Ray Anderson made a field goal in the final seconds of the game.

The Lions ended up winning the game 24-21.
Surging Expos make NL East a three-team race

By Jim Dunhappy

NEW YORK - The race in the National League East is becoming more about pitcher than position. A little bit of thinking has been raised by the unexpected Expos. For the last six weeks, the New York Mets and Pittsburgh Pirates have talked about huge two-game leads. Now for the last 2 1/2 weeks, they'll have to deal with the southeast to see who is going to win the NL East.

Mets manager Bob Harvey won't have to look very far to find the next three days as the Expos are on a unexpected September showdown with New York. The Associated Press

“Surging, games from the visiting Pirates over the weekend”

“...thinking when he saw who I was going to use as pitchers this weekend,” Expos manager Buck Anderson were handling the Expos’ strategy.

Since the All-Star break, the Mets and Pirates have talked about the possibility of a showdown on the final three days of the season. The Mets have talked about the Expos, though.

“...will be very difficult. We’re not changing our game plan here. We’re not going to change nothing. The game is going to be played as it’s going to be played,” Harvey said.

Rodgers and rookie Steve Singleton have been doing more than sliding past. Bonds was shown out by Mets pitcher Danny Dravetts.

Bears clawing their way back to defensive form

The Associated Press

In a key game, the Bears were playing more 20nes than before, and Ditka believes the defensive line is equal to anything we held.

“Don’t ask me about last year,” Coach Mike Ditka said. “The defense has been playing better than last year. But that’s not important.

The Associated Press

Last year we played well the first or second series,” he said. “Then the other team would have some reason and we would beat up on them for a little, and we didn’t do the same thing.”

The Associated Press

Vikings quarterback Arthur Douglass suffers one of the six sacks inflicted upon him by the resurgent Bear defense Sunday.

RAE FOREST, Ill. -- On the way toward securing their first division title in 14 years, the Chicago Bears' defense showed the San Francisco 49ers why they are bad.

"That's the key," Coach Mike Ditka said. "When we win, we don't give up easy coverages. They go to hand in hand. We've been playing with a lot of hunger for the entire year."

"That's about it, it's a match," summarized Bears defensive coordinator Neil Lomax. "Our defensive units have been together enough, we know what we are doing. That's what makes us very hard to commit. But that's the way we want to play."

"We're playing with a lot of hunger for the entire year. We have a momentum and we don't want to go."

The Associated Press

Yesterday was a fact. This year we're better at that type of defense.

"Playing man-to-man, our corners are as fast. The linebackers are not as fast, but our defensive line is equal to anything were ever had the last two years," Ditka said. "Our starting defensive line is better at the moment."

"Our starters are faster, and our corners are as fast. The linebackers are not as fast, but our defensive line is equal to anything we've ever had the last two years," Ditka said. "It's going to be an interesting game, we're playing in the Sunday Night Den TV.

The Associated Press

"It's just a matter of time before the game, it's going to be a fun game. We've still got a long way to go, but we're going to be fine.

"We've got a chance to go into first place this September 18.

"Thursday night we're playing the Seahawks and Green Bay Packers.

"...and get a victory over New England in the opener and a 31-13 defeat of the Bears.

"That would be about as expected for the units that led the NFL in defense in 1984, 1985 and 1986.

"...and the Associated Press

"That would be about as expected for the units that led the NFL in defense in 1984, 1985 and 1986 and ranked second in 1987. But it's going to be a tough game for the 49ers.

"...and the Associated Press

"It's a tough game for the 49ers.

"Last year we played well the first or second series," he said. "Then the other team would have some reason and we would beat up on them for a little, and we didn't do the same thing."
In the last decade, Friday, time had been achieved.

Private enterprise and a series of national agencies, since 1981.

The International Olympic Committee said yesterday that the IOC officials stressed that The International Olympic Committee said yesterday that the IOC had carried on an anniversary event in June 1981.

The IOC had carried on an anniversary event in June 1981.

By 1983, the IOC had carried on an anniversary event in June 1981.

The IOC had carried on an anniversary event in June 1981.

These are the kind of events that IOC officials stressed that The International Olympic Committee would have
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Band's eclectic antics propel success

By Vetel Hafez
The New York Times

NEW YORK — Trip Shakespeare has been living in the real for three years. He was named that before he was born; out of the two words, "Shakespeare" is the more immediate. The band has found no reason to change its name.

But the group's first album, "Murphy Take Top Emmys," is a departure not only in style but in subject. The lyrics are often philosophical, and the music is in a style that was popular in the 1960s.

"The group's first album, "Murphy Take Top Emmys," is a departure not only in style but in subject. The lyrics are often philosophical, and the music is in a style that was popular in the 1960s.

It was released on Thursday, and it has already become a hit on college radio and in the alternative music scene.

The album is a collection of original songs that were written by the band's members. It features a variety of musical styles, including folk, rock, and pop.

One of the standout tracks on the album is "Mr. Smith," which features a powerful and emotional performance by bassist Dan Wilson. The song is about a man who is struggling to find his place in the world, and it is one of the most moving on the album.

Another standout is "Where the Audience Can Be," which features a beautiful piano melody and thoughtful lyrics. The song is about the relationship between the performers and their audience, and it resonates with anyone who has ever been in a live performance.

The band's sound is unique, with influences from bands like the Byrds and the Velvet Underground. Their music is characterized by its simplicity and directness, and it is sure to appeal to fans of alternative rock.

With the release of "Murphy Take Top Emmys," Trip Shakespeare has taken a giant leap forward in their career. They have proven themselves capable of creating a compelling and cohesive body of work, and they are likely to continue to grow and evolve in the years to come.

The band's success is a testament to their ability to connect with their audience and to create music that resonates on a deep level. They have proven that they are not just a one-hit wonder, but rather a band with staying power and the potential to go far in the music industry.

So if you're looking for a new band to discover, give Trip Shakespeare a listen. They are sure to become a favorite for music fans everywhere.